Theoretical analysis of independent VA and Q inequalities upon pulmonary gas exchange.
A 10-compartment model is used to study the effects independent regional inequalities in ventilation (VA) and blood flow (Q) upon overall gas exchange in the lung. For the particular distribution considered, it is demonstrated that unequal ventilation always gives rise to a greater degree of hypoxaemia than unequal blood flow, and that these differences become more marked when minute volume is high. In contrast, hypercarbia is more pronounced in situations where blood flow is unequal; however, the differences diminish with increases in minute volume. Increases in cardiac output are found to have a lesser effect upon the gas exchange process. The reasons for the findings are explained by reference to the gas dissociation curves, the spread of VA/Q ratios, and the weighting influence of regional blood flow. The apparent disparity of the present results with those obtained by assuming a log normal distribution of the respiratory parameters (VA and Q) are reconciled.